Survey Says:
“UNIFI enables our
team to find the right
content 2x faster.”

For nearly the past century, JH Kelly has been one of the
nation's largest industrial and mechanical contractors. JH
Kelly has a distinguished approach among contractors in the
industry in which they combine their vast experience,
commitment to innovation, and expertise to consistently
deliver exceptional work that maximizes value and exceeds
their clients' expectations.
The outstanding work JH Kelly produces is evidenced by their
loyal, repeat customer base that sings the praises of JH Kelly's
unmatched and integrity. Their extensive, impressive project
portfolio includes serving as the mechanical, plumbing,
electrical, and general contractors on thousands of large
scale, prominent projects across the country.

At A Glance...
JH Kelly initially had their BIM content
hosted in a series of windows folders.
This set up was difficult to search and
navigate
JH Kelly moved their BIM content to
UNIFI as they realized implementing
the best-in-class solution was a must
to make finding and implementing
the BIM content users need, a breeze

Challenge
JH Kelly initially had their BIM content hosted in a series of
windows folders. This set up was difficult to search, navigate,
and made it tough to verify that content was correct and
vetted for a specific project. Ultimately, incorrect families
were being used and data was incorrect when fabrication
drawings were issued. To solve this problem, they sought out
a content management system and initially selected CTC Hive
as their solution. Soon after, they transitioned from Hive to
UNIFI for several reasons including UNIFI's superior end user
functionality and ease of administrations.

"We previously used Hive
to manage our BIM content,
but transitioned to UNIFI
for its superior end user
functionality and ease of
administrations."
– Casey Puyleart
BIM/VC Director

Solution
JH Kelly's commitment to innovation is at the
forefront of their focus. They make it a priority
to actively seek out and implement cutting
edge technology that optimizes efficiency in
their workflows, which ultimately results in
delivering maximum value to their clients.
·Single Source of Truth: JH Kelly utilizes
UNIFI's powerful platform to maintain a central
location of their proctored and approved BIM
content. Because they fabricate from their
models, the JH Kelly team exerts significant
effort to ensuring that their families are correct
per the approved submittal. It is critical that
the BIM content and corresponding submittal
data within their project models is accurate
and up to date. UNIFI enables JH Kelly to give
users an easy, one stop location to find
approved content. JH Kelly describes this
centralized location for their content as a
critical part to their success.
·Efficiency Gain: Because finding and placing
content is now a seamless and quick process
for JH Kelly with UNIFI, they have gained
substantial efficiency in their BIM workflows.
The time they save as a result of finding
content twice as fast in UNIFI enables JH Kelly
to hit their deadlines and continually deliver on
their promise to exceed their clients'
expectations.

The JH Kelly team was thorough and thoughtful
in their search for a content management
system. Solving the problem, they faced
around finding and inserting correct content
was a must, especially considering they
fabricate from their models. JH Kelly needed a
solution that was easy to search, navigate, use,
and administer. While they initially selected a
competitor product, they soon moved their
BIM content to UNIFI as they realized
implementing the best-in-class solution was a
must to make finding and implementing the
BIM content users need, a breeze.

SeaTac Airport Built By JH Kelly

ABOUT UNIFI:
UNIFI is the single source cloud platform to control, manage, and analyze digital building content.
UNIFI Content Management supports all file formats – Revit, Bentley, SketchUp, AutoCAD, jpg, xls, doc –
enabling any file to be stored, accessed and managed on UNIFI. Trusted, high quality manufacturer content
hosted on UNIFI Connect easily integrates into the existing libraries and models of designers and specifiers.
UNIFI Insights provides actionable analytics to maximize the investment in digital content. Learn why leading
architectural, engineering, construction and manufacturing organizations trust UNIFI as the complete solution
for their digital content needs at www.unifilabs.com or contact us at 702.834.552

